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SUMMARY

Ultrasonic velocity/time-of-flight imaging that uses back surface reflections to gauge volumetric material quality is highly suited for quantitative characterization of microstructural gradients including those due to pore fraction, density, fiber fraction, and chemical composition variations. However, a weakness of conventional pulse-echo ultrasonic velocity/time-of-flight imaging is that the image shows the effects of thickness as well as microstructural variations unless the part is uniformly thick. This limits this imaging method’s usefulness in practical applications. Prior studies have described a pulse-echo time-of-flight-based ultrasonic imaging method that requires using a single transducer in combination with a reflector plate placed behind samples that eliminates the effect of thickness variation in the image. In those studies, this method was successful at isolating ultrasonic variations due to material microstructure in plate-like samples of silicon nitride, metal matrix composite, and polymer matrix composite. In this study, the method is engineered for inspection of more complex-shaped structures—those having (hollow) tubular/curved geometry. The experimental inspection technique and results are described as applied to (1) monolithic mullite ceramic and polymer matrix composite “proof-of-concept” tubular structures that contain machined patches of various depths and (2) as-manufactured monolithic silicon nitride ceramic and silicon carbide/silicon carbide composite tubular structures that might be used in “real world” applications.

BACKGROUND

Prior studies have shown that ultrasonic velocity/time-of-flight imaging that uses back surface echo reflections to gauge volumetric material quality is well suited (perhaps more so than is the commonly-used peak amplitude c-scanning) for quantitative characterization of microstructural gradients. Such gradients include those due to pore fraction, density, fiber fraction, and chemical composition variations (fig. 1) (refs. 1 to 5). Variations in these microstructural factors can affect the uniformity of physical performance (including mechanical [stiffness, strength], thermal [conductivity], and electrical [conductivity, superconducting transition temperature], etc. performance) of monolithic and composite components (refs. 2 and 6 to 8). A weakness of conventional ultrasonic velocity/time-of-flight imaging (as well as to a lesser extent ultrasonic peak amplitude c-scanning where back surface echoes are gated (ref. 16)) is that the image shows the effects of thickness as well as microstructural variations unless the part is uniformly thick. This limits this type of imaging’s usefulness in practical applications. The effect of thickness is easily observed from the equation for pulse-echo waveform time-of-flight (2τ) between the first front surface echo (FS) and the first back surface echo (B1), or between two successive back surface echoes where:
where \( d \) is the sample thickness and \( V \) is the velocity of ultrasound in the material. Interpretation of the time-of-flight image is difficult as thickness variation effects can mask or overemphasize the true microstructural variation portrayed in the image of a part containing thickness variations. Thickness effects on time-of-flight can also be interpreted by rearranging equation (1) to calculate velocity:

\[
V = \frac{(2d)}{(2\tau)}
\]  

such that velocity is inversely proportional to time-of-flight. Velocity and time-of-flight maps will be affected similarly (although inversely in terms of magnitude) by thickness variations, and velocity maps are used in this investigation to indicate time-of-flight variations.

**THICKNESS-INDEPENDENT ULTRASONIC VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS**

Several attempts to account for thickness variation effects in ultrasonic velocity measurements were noted in the literature. One study (ref. 9) used two transducers located on opposite sides of the sample (fig. 2(a)). Accurate thickness \((d)\) at each scan location was obtained via both transducers using the time-of-flights \((t_1, t_2)\) acquired from pulse-echo front surface reflections off both surfaces of the sample, and using the known constant velocity in water \((c)\) and the known distance \((D)\) between the two transducers according to:

\[
2\tau = \frac{(2d)}{V}
\]
Figure 2.—Two methods for obtaining thickness-independent velocity. (a) Two-transducer method. \(D = \text{distance between transducers}, \ c = \text{velocity of ultrasound in water}, \ t_1 \text{ and } t_2 = \text{time-of-flights acquired from pulse-echo front surface reflections off both surfaces of the sample. Thickness is determined from eq. (3). Pulse-echo time-of-flight (2} \tau {) between the first front surface echo (FS) and the first back surface echo (B1) is obtained by one of the transducers at each scan location. Knowing thickness (d) and time-of-flight (2} \tau {) at each scan location, thickness-independent velocity (V) images were calculated according to eq. (2). (b) Single transducer reflector plate method used in this investigation. (c) Resulting waveforms from method in (b).
Additionally, pulse-echo time-of-flight ($2\tau$) was obtained by one of the transducers at each scan location by acquiring the pulse-echo time delay between a front and back surface echo or between two successive back surface echoes. Knowing thickness ($d$) and pulse-echo time-of-flight ($2\tau$) at each scan location, thickness-independent velocity ($V$) images were calculated according to equation (2).

Several studies (refs. 10 to 13) described a single point ultrasonic velocity measurement method using a reflector plate located behind and separated from the sample, that does not require prior knowledge of sample thickness. The latter method was studied with success in prototypical scanning configurations for plate-like shapes, (refs. 14 to 16) and incorporated into a commercial scan system (refs. 16 and 17). Figure 2(b) shows a schematic of the immersion pulse-echo testing set-up required to use this method and the resulting ultrasonic waveforms. The mathematical derivation for the method (ref. 16) results in ultrasonic velocity being calculated according to

$$V = c \left( \frac{\Delta t}{2\tau} + 1 \right)$$

where $c$ is water velocity, $2\tau$ is the pulse-echo time-of-flight as previously defined, and $\Delta t$ is the pulse-echo time-of-flight difference between the first echo off the reflector plate front surface with and without the sample present, respectively. Water velocity ($c$) is determined from known relations between water velocity and temperature (ref. 18) or by direct measurement using the time difference of ultrasonic wave travel between two transducer linear positions. This thickness-independent ultrasonic imaging method does not require prior knowledge of sample thickness as shown in equation (4) and if engineered for scanning, the effect of thickness variation is eliminated in the resulting image. Precision and relative accuracy associated with this method are estimated at near 1 percent for plate-like samples having machined surfaces (ref. 16). The thickness-independent methods noted here (refs. 9 to 17) require access to both sides of the sample, i.e., there is not a single-sided technique available for scanning that will result in thickness-independence.

SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION

In this investigation, the single transducer reflector plate method shown in figure 2 was scaled-up/engineered for tubular-shaped structures, and the results are presented. The method was used to inspect (1) monolithic mullite ceramic and polymer matrix composite “proof-of-concept” tubular structures that contained machined patches of various depths and (2) as-manufactured monolithic silicon nitride ceramic and silicon carbide/silicon carbide composite tubular structures that might be used in “real world” application. Thickness-independent ultrasonic images for these materials are compared to conventional (apparent) pulse-echo velocity images (the latter being obtained using eq. (2)). The single transducer reflector plate method (refs. 10 to 17) was chosen over the two-transducer method (ref. 9) because of its simplicity and the fact that some tubes under investigation at NASA for high temperature structural duty have inner regions too small to contain a perpendicularly-positioned second transducer but still large enough to contain a reflector plate. The silicon nitride tube is an examples of such a tube.

EXPERIMENTAL

Basic Procedure

The thickness-independent ultrasonic imaging method requires at least two scans to collect the necessary time-of-flight information (entire echoes, or times to echo peaks or edges—see the Appendix for a discussion of timing issues) (fig. 3). The first of the two scans is run with the sample in place and the time-of-flight information associated with echoes FS (front surface echo), B1 (first back surface echo), B2 (second back surface echo), and M’ (first echo off reflector plate front surface with sample present) is collected. Following this, the sample is removed and a second scan is run to collect the time-of-flight information associated with M” (first echo off reflector plate front surface with sample removed). In this investigation, three scans were used to obtain all echo time-of-flight informa-
Figure 3.— Ultrasonic scan set-up using turntable scan to obtain thickness-independent velocity images. (a) Scan 1: sample present, collect B1, B2, M'. (b) Scan 2: sample removed, collect M".
tion as required using the version of this method that is commercially-available (ref. 17). FS and B1, or B1 and B2 time-of-flight information were obtained in scan 1, M’ time-of-flight information was obtained in scan 2 and M” time-of-flight information was obtained in scan 3. Echo cross-correlation during the first scan, or times to echo peaks and/or edges during any of the scans, were used to obtain time delays $\tau$ and $\Delta t$ (eq. (4)). Entire echo digitization and storage was not required in this investigation as it was in reference 15. (Obtaining timing information in this manner resulted in slower scan speed but a major reduction in storage required, near-instantaneous velocity image calculation, and more flexibility in capturing desired echo feature times as compared to that for reference 15. For best absolute accuracy, it is still recommended that all waveforms be digitized and stored and subsequent time delay calculated using cross-correlation.) As shown in figure 3(a), a tube was placed upon a motorized turntable assembly placed in the immersion scan tank. A machined stainless steel or brass reflector plate was suspended from the scanner bridge and positioned internal to the tube approximately 1 cm from the inside wall. In this manner, the reflector plate remained stationary throughout the scan. Prior to the scan, the transducer was positioned perpendicularly to the tube front surface using lateral, gimbal and swivel adjustments to obtain highest front surface reflection near the scan start position. Then, the distance between the transducer and tube was adjusted starting from the focal length to that distance where tube back surface echoes and reflector echoes were highest. The scanning proceeded as follows. The turntable spun so that one scan line corresponded to a full rotation (360°) of the tube. Ultrasonic data was obtained every 1°. After the turntable completed a full rotation and thus returned to the scan starting position, the transducer was stepped up in height 1 mm so that a new 360° line of data could be obtained. Images were contrast-expanded to better reveal global material variation by replacing relatively high and/or low (abnormal) data values that occurred in very low numbers with overall average values that occurred in the original image. Color schemes for the specific images were chosen based on optimum viewing of variations for the examiner but all contained 235 discrete levels.

Material Description and Experimental Parameters

Table I describes each tubular sample and the experimental scan parameters used to obtain the apparent and thickness-independent ultrasonic velocity images for each sample. Figure 4 shows photographs of the tubes. All transducers were the spherically-focused, longitudinal wave type. Scan and step increment were 1 deg and 1 mm, respectively. The echo features (entire echo, leading edges, peaks) used to obtain differences in time-of-flight (DTOF) $\tau$ and $\Delta t$ (eq. (4)) were acquired during the scan and optimized for each sample tube based on the characteristics of the echoes. Analog-to-digital sampling rate was 250 MHz providing a time resolution of 4 nsec. See the Appendix for a discussion of timing issues.

Additional Experimental Study

All tubes were measured for wall thickness at various locations (including all machined patches) using calipers and/or micrometers. X-ray computed tomography (CT) was performed at several cross-sectional locations of the monolithic ceramic silicon nitride to examine for variations in thickness and microstructural features such as density/pore fraction that might correlate with velocity variations seen in the apparent and thickness-independent ultrasonic image. CT set-up was as follows. Slice locations were at 1, 5, 25, 50, 75, 80, 85, 100, and 125 mm from the top surface of the silicon nitride tube. Test Parameters were 160 kV, 200 mA, 1000 ms exposure time, 0.5 degree scan increment (720 views/slice), and 3 position radial scan (3 positions needed since beam width less than ceramic tube diameter). The source-to-object distance and source-to-detector distance were 60 and 105 mm, respectively. The reconstructed pixel size was 0.05 mm. Region-based contrast expansions were performed on images to optimize viewing of any nonuniformity. CT slices encompassed 0.2 mm of material thickness.

Conventional film radiography through the thickness of the silicon nitride tube was also performed at selected locations with the film placed against the inside diameter of the tube. Parameters for the film radiography were tube voltage = 45 kV, current = 7 ma, 0.7 mm focal spot, exposure time = 3 min, source-to-film distance = 91 cm, and use of M film. X-ray density (XD) at various locations of both tubes was determined from:

$$ XD = \log \frac{I_0}{I_t} $$ (5)
where $I_0$ is the incident light intensity on the x-ray film negative and $I_t$ is the transmitted light through the film.

CT and film radiography were followed by cutting the silicon nitride tube into several smaller tubular sections, metallographically polishing the surfaces of these, and examining for microstructural variations.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**General**

Figures 5 to 10 show apparent velocity and thickness-independent velocity imaging results for the tubular structures. Most images are shown in “unwrapped” format, i.e., the tubular data is laid flat so that the entire $360^\circ$ view can be seen. The histogram of velocity values is included near the image. Figures 9 and 10 show images as decaled onto tubular models; this type of representation is useful as well since the samples are tubular and a continuous fully-connected image is shown. Additionally, tubular views can be used to create animations of rotation. The percent variation in velocity rather than absolute velocity values is given as it is believed that this will have more value for the reader.

**Proof-of-Concept Monolithic and Composite Tubes**

Consider figures 5 and 6 where unwrapped images of apparent and thickness-independent velocity for 40 and 60 mm height slices, respectively, of the mullite and polymer matrix composite (pmc) tubes encompassing the machined-in patches are shown. The apparent velocity images of figures 5(a) and 6(a) clearly shows the patches with apparent velocity values increasing as material thickness decreases as expected based on equation (2). (Remember that the value of thickness $d$ input for the calculation of the apparent velocity image remains constant while time delay $2\tau$ is decreasing as the material thickness decreases.) Patch edges appear “stepped” due to the
Figure 4.—Optical photographs of tubular structures. (a) Portion of monolithic Mullite Ceramic Tube with machined-in patches on the outer surface. Patch depths ~ 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 mm. (b) Portion of Polymer Matrix Composite (PMC) Tube with machined-in patches on the inner surface. Patch depths ~ 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.8 mm.
Figure 4.—Concluded. (c) Monolithic Silicon Nitride Ceramic Tube for High-Temperature Structural Application. Wall thickness ~ 800 µm thicker on one side vs. the other side towards the top of the tube (~ 10% thickness variation). (d) Silicon Carbide / Silicon Carbide Ceramic Matrix Composite Tube for High-Temperature Structural Application. The tube has variable thickness (up to ~ 15%) due to fiber weave architecture, interior grooving and seaming which complicates inspection process.
Figure 5.—Apparent and thickness-independent velocity images, and histograms of velocity values for a 40 mm height strip of mullite tube containing the machined-in patches. (a) Apparent velocity image. (b) Thickness-independent velocity image.

Figure 6.—Apparent and thickness-independent velocity images, and histograms of velocity values for a 60 mm height strip of polymer matrix composite tube containing the machined-in patches. (a) Apparent velocity image. (b) Thickness-independent velocity image.
Figure 7.—Apparent and thickness-independent velocity images, and histograms of velocity values for a 100 mm height portion of the ceramic matrix composite (CMC) tube. (a) Apparent velocity image. (b) Thickness-independent velocity image.
Figure 8.—Apparent and thickness-independent velocity images, and histograms of velocity values for a 130 mm height portion of the silicon nitride tube. (a) Apparent velocity image. (b) Thickness-independent velocity image.
Figure 9.—Apparent and thickness-independent velocity images of silicon nitride tube as decaled onto tubular models. Baseline orientation. (a) Apparent velocity image. (b) Thickness-independent velocity image.

Figure 10.—Apparent and thickness-independent velocity images of silicon nitride tube as decaled onto tubular models. View 180° rotated from baseline orientation. (a) Apparent velocity image. (b) Thickness-independent velocity image.
coarse scan height increment (1 mm) employed and wave interference (diffractive scattering) present at sharp edges. The thickness-independent velocity images of figures 5(b) and 6(b) show all five patches have nearly the same velocity except for some remaining indications around the edges. The surrounding material shows minor velocity versus position variation for both materials. These results on “proof of concept” samples indicate the feasibility of using this technique on monolithic and composite tubular/curved structures.

**Silicon Carbide/Silicon Carbide Ceramic Matrix Composite Tube**

Figure 7 shows imaging results for an 80 mm height slice of the silicon carbide/silicon carbide ceramic matrix composite (CMC) tube. It was very difficult to gate ultrasonic echoes for this tube due to significant ultrasonic scatter caused by severe surface roughness on both tube surfaces and the fiber weave pattern. The apparent velocity image of figure 7(a) shows indications of both the surface roughness and grooves which both cause thickness variations. Lower-than-average apparent velocity patches are also seen. These regions differ in apparent velocity by ~17 percent from that of the higher-than-average apparent velocity grooved regions. The majority of the indications (including the velocity patches discussed above) in the apparent velocity image are not seen in the thickness-independent velocity image indicating they are due to thickness variations. However, indications of surface roughness and grooving remained in the thickness-independent velocity image and accounted for as much as ~6 percent of the velocity variation. This is possibly due to the surface roughness and grooving (1) causing refractive scattering effects due to nonperpendicular incidence of the ultrasonic beam on the sample or reflector plate surfaces in the M’ scan resulting in timing inaccuracies (see Appendix) and/or (2) acting like edges or sharp discontinuities thus causing diffractive effects in both the B1,B2 DTOF and M’ scans (similar to the effect created by the sharp patch edges for the ultrasonic images of the mullite and PMC proof-of-concept tubes). The tube was needed for further investigation and could not be destructively analyzed for microstructural variation at the time of this investigation.

**Silicon Nitride Tube**

Figures 8 to 10 show imaging results for a 130 mm height portion of the silicon nitride tube having a 0.8 mm (10 percent) thickness variation and some microstructural variation. A funnel-like feature showing decreasing velocity from tube bottom-to-top is indicated in the apparent velocity images of figures 8(a) and 9(a). This feature disappears in the thickness-independent unwrapped image of figure 8(b) and decaled image of figure 9(b) indicating it was due to thickness variation. Now consider the apparent velocity decal image of figure 10(a) which was rotated 180° (about the height axis) from the view shown in figure 9(a). For this orientation, an oval-like feature is indicated which is ~14 percent greater apparent velocity then that for the funnel-like region. In the thickness-independent decal image of figure 10(b) (which is the same rotational orientation as that of the apparent velocity image decal shown in fig. 10(a)), the region where the oval existed now shows ~3 percent lower velocity than that for the region where the funnel existed. These results indicate that thickness and microstructural variations are present in the tube. The thickness variations in the two regions of the tube (funnel- and oval-like in apparent velocity image) were confirmed in the x-ray computed tomography (CT) slices (0.05 reconstructed pixel size) (fig. 11). (Due to artifacts from beam hardening during the x-ray CT in the 3-radial cross-sectional tube slice configuration, it was not possible from the slice images to draw conclusions regarding inner-to-outer, or top-to-bottom, microstructural variation in the tube.)

Conventional x-ray film radiography and destructive metallographic analysis were used to confirm and determine the nature of the velocity variations seen in the thickness-independent velocity image. Radiography was performed at high and low velocity tube regions (noted on fig. 8(b)) where thicknesses were nearly identical (within 0.8 percent). The film was placed against the inner wall so that the resulting x-rays averaged through the wall thickness. Figure 12 shows the x-ray film radiographs at high and low velocity locations and corresponding x-ray density profiles (eq. (5)). The higher velocity location showed an x-ray density of 2.9 while the lower velocity section showed an x-ray density of 3.02, an ~3 percent difference. The higher x-ray density value indicates more x-rays were received at the film which in turn indicates a more porous, less physically-dense material for the lower velocity section. This result is consistent with prior studies showing (1) ultrasonic velocity to be linearly proportional to physical density for silicon nitride (fig. 1) (ref. 1) and (2) x-ray density to be inversely proportional to physical density for silicon nitride (ref. 19). Metallographic examination of the tube confirmed variable pore fraction throughout
Figure 11.—X-ray computed tomography slices of silicon nitride tube cross-sections at (a) tube top sliced through top of funnel-like indication seen on apparent velocity image; arrows indicate thickest section region which coincides with radial location where funnel-like indication occurred; (b) tube middle sliced through center of oval-like feature seen on apparent velocity image; arrows indicate thinnest section region which coincides with radial location where oval-like indication occurred and is located ~150° away from where funnel-like indication higher velocity occurred; (c) tube bottom sliced through location 25 mm up from bottom; thickness is most uniform for this section as compared to those in (a) and (b). Thicknesses were measured directly off of the CT slices. Due to beam hardening effects during the x-ray ct, it was not possible from the slice images to draw conclusions regarding inner-to-outer, or top-to-bottom, microstructural variation in the tube.

Figure 12.—Conventional x-ray film images (digitized) and x-ray density line profiles at silicon nitride tube locations where higher and lower velocities were seen on thickness-independent velocity image of fig. 8b. (a) Top view schematic of configuration used in x-ray film radiography of silicon nitride tube cross-sections. (b) X-ray images. (c) X-ray line profiles of x-ray images. Sloped, rather than horizontal and vertical, lines are seen on x-ray line profile because silicon nitride cross-sections were curved.
the tube (fig. 13). Looking at the cut and polished cross-sectional rings, pore fraction variation can be seen to vary (1) within the center area from cross-sectional location to cross-sectional location (fig. 13(a)) and (2) from outer to inner edge (fig. 13(b)). (The silicon nitride material is actually a multiphase solid composed of β-silicon nitride grains surrounded by a glass phase between the grains. The glass phase percentage was found to be approximately 18±2% at six locations using backscatter electron microscopy. On the other hand, porosity percentage was found to vary from 0.3 to 2.2±0.1% at the same six locations, a much more significant variation than for the glass phase. Additionally, porosity variation is likely to have a much more significant impact on velocity than would solid phase variation.)

CONCLUSIONS

Prior studies described a pulse-echo time-of-flight based ultrasonic imaging method that requires using a single transducer in combination with a reflector plate placed behind samples that eliminates the effect of thickness variation in the image. In those studies, this method was successful at isolating ultrasonic variations due to material microstructure in plate-like samples of silicon nitride, metal matrix composite, and polymer matrix composite. In this study, the method is engineered for inspection of more complex-shaped structures—those having (hollow) tubular/curved geometry. The experimental inspection technique and results are described as applied to (1) monolithic mullite ceramic and polymer matrix composite “proof-of-concept” tubular structures that contain machined patches of
various depths and (2) as-manufactured monolithic silicon nitride ceramic and silicon carbide/silicon carbide composite tubular structures which might be used in “real world” applications. The method proved highly successful at eliminating gross thickness variation effects in the images of the proof-of-concept tubes, and the silicon nitride “real world” tubes. Moderate success was achieved in eliminating thickness variation effects in the ultrasonic image of the ceramic matrix composite tube in spite of the severe surface roughness that likely caused significant ultrasonic scatter. For the silicon nitride tube, conventional film radiography and destructive metallographic analysis confirmed the presence of microstructurally-different regions first revealed by different velocity indications in the thickness-independent ultrasonic image. The microstructural difference was density/pore fraction which agrees with results from prior studies on silicon nitride and other powder metallurgy products. This technique appears to be quite successful at eliminating the majority of thickness variation effects in curved tubular structures. Edge effects associated with sharp, discontinuous changes in thickness were not completely eliminated. In general, inside and outside surfaces of the tubular structures should be nearly parallel to each other and perpendicular to the impinging ultrasonic beam to avoid refractive effects that lead to reduced accuracy in the resulting velocity image, but some out-of-roundness/nonparallelness of surfaces can be tolerated allowing more practical application as shown in this study. This is a major advantage of the method over peak amplitude-based ultrasonics which are drastically-affected by refractive conditions resulting from out-of-roundness. It is believed that the use of this method can result in significant cost savings because the ultrasonic image, and consequently assessment of tube material and manufacturing quality, can be interpreted correctly in the presence of thickness variations.
APPENDIX—TIMING ISSUES

Time Resolution

Time resolution (TR) of the ultrasonic data acquisition for the commercial scan system employed in this investigation can be defined in terms of analog-to-digital (a/d) sampling rate, gate length in points, and number of gate bits available (time mode) according to:

\[
TR(n\text{sec}) = \frac{1}{\text{sampling rate [GHz]}}
\] (A1a)

for 8-bit gate length \(\leq 256\) points and for 16-bit gate length \(\leq 65536\) points and

\[
TR(\text{nsec}) = \left( \frac{\text{gate length [pts]}}{2^n} \right) \frac{1}{\text{sampling rate [GHz]}}
\] (A1b)

for 8-bit gate lengths >256 points and for 16-bit gate length >65536 points where \(n\) is the number of bits in the gate. Figure A1(a) shows time resolution versus gate length in points under the conditions defined by equations A1(a) to (b).

Alternately, time resolution (TR) of the ultrasonic data acquisition can be defined in terms of analog-to-digital (a/d) sampling rate, gate length in nsec, and number of gate bits available according to:

\[
TR(\text{nsec}) = \left( \frac{\text{gate length [nsec]}}{\text{sampling rate [GHz]}} \right)
\] (A1c)

for 8-bit gate, (a/d sampling rate [GHz])\(\times\)(gate length [nsec]) \(\leq 256\) and for 16-bit gate, (a/d sampling rate [GHz])\(\times\)(gate length [nsec]) \(\leq 65536\) and

\[
TR(\text{nsec}) = \left( \frac{\text{Gate Length (nsec)}}{\text{maximum gate length before resolution degrades (nsec)}} \right) \frac{1}{\text{sampling rate [GHz]}}
\] (A1d)

where maximum gate length before resolution degrades (nsec) occurs when: for 8-bit gate, (a/d sampling rate [GHz])\(\times\)(gate length [nsec]) >256 and for 16-bit gate, (a/d sampling rate [GHz])\(\times\)(gate length [nsec]) >65536. Figure A1(b) shows time resolution versus gate length in nsec under the conditions defined by equations A1(c) to (d).

Figures A1(a) and (b) show the gate lengths where time resolution begins to degrade beyond that set by the a/d sampling rate. *Gate lengths where time resolution begins to degrade beyond that set by the a/d sampling rate are normally never approached in practical scan set-ups when using 16-bit gates.* The 16-bit gate (time mode) was specifically developed to allow longer gates with no decrease in time resolution. For acquisition of echo features for a sample having significant thickness variation, and when using high a/d sampling rates, long gates are normally necessary to follow the echo movement as sample thickness changes. Hence, where long data gate lengths are necessary, it is important to employ 16-bit data gates for highest time resolution. It is also necessary to keep in mind that the commercial scan system employed in this investigation has an 8192 data point acquisition limit; specifically, the first gate starting point subtracted from the last gate ending point must be less than 8192 points.
Figure A1.—(a) Time resolution versus gate length in points. (b) Time resolution versus gate length in nsec.
Choice of Timing Methods

A variety of choices regarding time-of-flight (TOF) collection are possible on the commercial scan system used in this investigation. Time-of-flight associated with echo features such as positive and negative peaks, and leading edges, can be acquired during the scan, followed by time delay calculation in real-time or during post-scan processing. Alternately, time delays can be calculated by cross-correlating (ref. A1) echoes during the scan (for B1 and B2), or post-scan from digitized and stored echoes (for B1 and B2, and for M' and M'”). Another method related to time delay calculation is the calculation of phase delay in the frequency domain which requires first digitizing and storing all echoes. Using the latter method would result in a phase velocity (velocity at a specific frequency) being calculated from equation (4) and was beyond the scope of this investigation. The optimum time-of-flight collection method to be chosen depends on the characteristics of the waveforms for a particular configuration. These characteristics are affected by transducer features including center frequency and bandwidth, pulser-receiver settings such as gain and damping, and sample microstructural features and thickness. Additionally, it is important to consider the phase relationship of the two echoes for both the sample echoes (FS, B1 or B1, B2) and reflector plate echoes (M’, M”). As a result, some experimentation is usually required to determine the optimum time-of-flight collection method. As specific examples, figures A2(a) to (f) show different ultrasonic echoes reflecting off of the front and back surfaces of a silicon nitride sample using a 10 MHz transducer. The features that are sometimes used to calculate the difference in time-of-flight (DTOF, 2τ and Δτ in this investigation) between two echoes are illustrated by the horizontal line drawn between two echoes in each figure. In figures A2(a) to (d), echoes B1 and B2 are shown. These echoes are separated by enough time (approximately 0.5 usec) such that no interference between them is evident. Additionally, the echoes are in phase with respect to each other. In this situation, the DTOF between the two echoes is best calculated using coincident features via the following possibilities: positive cross-correlation (rf mode), (+)peakB1 -to-(+)peak B2 (rf mode), (–)peak B1 -to-(+)peak B2 (rf mode), leading positive edge B1 -to-leading echoes is best calculated using coincident features via the following possibilities: positive cross-correlation (rf mode), (+)peakB1 -to-(+)peak B2 (rf mode), (–)peak B1 -to-(+)peak B2 (rf mode), leading positive edge B1 -to-leading positive edge B2 for leading edges at 100 percent full-scale height or at coincident positions on the leading edge (rf mode), or absolute peak-to-absolute peak (video mode). In figure A2(e), echoes FS and B1 are shown. These echoes appear to be phase-inverted with respect to each other so that the DTOF between the two echoes is best calculated using opposite echo features via the following: negative cross-correlation, (–)peak FS -to-(+)peak B1 (rf mode), (+)edgeFS -to-(–)edgeB1 (rf mode), etc. In figure A2(f), the phase-inverted echoes FS and B1 are shown in video mode. Because the echoes are phase-inverted, calculation of DTOF using leading edgeB1 -to-leading edge B2 at 100 percent full-scale height (%FSH) (video mode) would provide a less accurate absolute velocity than using the DTOF calculated from opposite echo features.

For successive echoes reflecting off sample surfaces (FS, B1, B2, etc.) that are very close together (<0.2 μsec) because of any combination of transducer frequency, sample thickness, etc., precise gating is required to consistently capture the sought after times to echo peaks or edges. This precise gating can be difficult to maintain throughout an entire scan. For instance, at some scan locations, echoes can slightly interfere (possibly due to change in sample thickness or microstructure as compared to original scan set-up location) and the gate can acquire a time-of-flight associated with an adjacent echo feature due to its nearness. Therefore, for 2τ calculation (where FS and B1, or B1 and B2, are used), cross-correlation is recommended as it appears to be able to consistently “separate” echoes and provides accurate velocity images. For the echoes off the reflector plate, cross-correlation cannot be done during the scan since separate scans are required to collect the necessary time-of-flight information associated with M’ and M”.

Usually, TOF to the leading edge, (+)peak, or (–)peak of echoes M’ and M” results in the calculation of a valid time delay for Δτ.

Another TOF-related problem can occur when using the TOF to the “leading” edge at a certain %FSH. Small peaks present before the true leading edge can periodically oscillate above the gate threshold (fig. A3(a)). In this case, the TOF acquired will not be that desired, and the accuracy of the resultant time-of-flight and velocity images will suffer. Figure A3(b) shows a 2τ DTOF (using B1 and B2) image for the silicon nitride ceramic tube where TOF to leading positive edge at ~40 percent FSH (B1) and ~30 percent FSH (B2) was used to calculate DTOF. Note the outstanding DTOF continuous regions on each side of the image. These regions raised immediate suspicion as to validity since they differed in velocity by nearly 10 percent from surrounding regions, and in fact were due to undesired initial positive B1 peaks periodically oscillating to 50 percent FSH. This situation can usually be avoided by raising the pulser-receiver gain so that the echoes’ leading edges consistently saturate at 100 percent FSH and gating either the positive or negative leading edge of the waveform at or near 100 percent FSH, and/or gating the positive or negative leading edge which displays the least defined prior small peaks. Another method that will generally avoid acquisition of undesired DTOFs is echo cross-correlation. The correct 2τ DTOF image is shown in
Figure A2.— Illustration of echo features that can be used in collection of time of flight difference (DTOF) between two echoes. (a) Video mode, B1 and B2 are in phase, collect times to leading edges of echoes at different levels so that coincident features are collected. (b) Video mode, B1 and B2 are in phase, collect times to absolute peaks. (c) RF mode, B1 and B2 are in phase, collect times to either coincident (+) or (–) peaks. (d) RF mode, B1 and B2 are in phase, collect times to leading edges of first (+) peaks at 100% FSH. (e) RF mode, FS and B1 are phase-reversed, numbers 1, 2, 3 indicate coincident echo peaks, collect times to (–) peak of FS and (+) peak of B1. (f) Video mode, FS and B1 phase reversed, collect times to (+) edge for FS and what is really (–) edge for B1 if it was displayed in RF mode.
figure A3(c) where cross-correlation of B1 and B2 was performed. Note that the outstanding DTOF continuous regions are not apparent in this image.

An additional issue with regards to phase is important to note. Phase inversions of one echo with respect to another (example B1, B2), not the norm for a particular sample and scan set-up, may occur at some scan locations due to interaction of ultrasound with discrete volumetric or surface flaws. Because the majority of the echoes are in-phase with respect to one another, if cross-correlation for example was the preferred DTOF method, positive correlation would be the correct choice of calculation methods. However, in those scan locations where phase inversion occurs, positive cross-correlation will produce incorrect values for the time delay. It has been found for a silicon nitride sample that such incorrect correlation will produce a value of DTOF that is ~7 percent different (less accurate) than that where correct correlation is performed. Such values may show up as extreme high or low velocity values in the velocity image and should be filtered out if possible.

Refractive Effects

In general, tubular structures can be difficult to inspect in the pulse-echo mode in a scan array fashion if the tube is out-of-round at some locations. This is because ultrasound bends, or refracts, when impinging upon surfaces that are not orthogonal/perpendicular to it. Parallelism between inside and outside surfaces of the tubular structures, and perpendicular incidence of the impinging ultrasonic beam on the sample surfaces and reflector plate, is important to avoid refractive effects that lead to reduced accuracy in the resulting velocity image (ref. A2). A preliminary experiment was performed to examine refractive effects using a silicon nitride monolithic ceramic wedge plate. The plate was machined on one surface to produce a 0.3 mm thickness gradient over an approximate 35 mm length resulting in an ~0.5° incline angle between the plate surfaces. Figure A4 shows three-dimensional representations of the apparent velocity and thickness-independent ultrasonic velocity images for the plate. It can be seen by comparing the images that the thickness variation effect is eliminated in the thickness-independent image, so only minor
The following additional experiments were performed to investigate the effect of change in ultrasonic beam incidence angle (simulating surface nonparallelness/out-of-roundness) on echo TOFs, DTOFs, Velocities (V) and peak amplitudes (PAs). Incidence angle was changed by changing the gimbal (up and down motion in the vertical direction (ZX plane)) and swivel (left to right sideways motion in the horizontal direction (XY plane)) angular positions of the transducer (fig. 3). The mullite tube was employed for these experiments. 20 MHz longitudinal wave spherically-focused transducer and 1 GHz analog-to-digital sampling rate (giving 1 nsec time resolution) were used. The (+)peak was used as the echo feature for which the time measurements were based on. Percentage changes (%Δ) in echo TOF, DTOF, V and PA were calculated from:

\[
\% \Delta \text{Property} = 100 \left( \frac{|B - X|}{B} \right)
\]

where B is the baseline (initial) position value and X is the value at the specific angular position. Tables AI and AII provide the results of these experiments. The reader should focus on the bolded values which show changes in time-of-flight, velocity, and peak amplitude as a result of gimbal and swivel changes. B1 and B2 echoes were reduced to near 0 percent FSH for gimbal and swivel changes beyond those shown in the table so that the effect of larger angle changes could not be determined. Water velocity = 1.48 mm/\mu s was used to calculate velocity (eq. (4)).

These results show that (1) changes tend to be consistent, i.e., %ΔB1 ≈ %ΔB2 for TOF and PA changes, (2) TOF, DTOF and Velocity change insignificantly (<0.5 percent) with changes in gimbal angles less than ~5 deg, (3) TOF, DTOF and Velocity change insignificantly with changes in swivel angles less than ~0.3 deg which was the largest swivel angle change possible; (4) PA generally changes drastically (70 to 100 percent) with changes in gimbal and swivel angles, and (5) small swivel angle (sideways) changes result in significantly more dramatic changes in PA than do small gimbal angle changes. Figure A4 and points (2) and (3) just stated indicate that TOF-based
ultrasonic images of tubular samples having some out-of-roundness/nonparallelness of surfaces will contain only small error if echoes are still measurable. Points (4) and (5) just stated lead one to conclude that because of the severe effect that out-of-roundness has on peak amplitude, it is difficult to interpret the results of peak amplitude c-scans where backwall echoes are gated for tubular structures. This effect will be especially severe for small tubes or curved structures having tight radii. Based on these experiments, it is the opinion of the authors that peak amplitude c-scans of curved structures may not be accurate unless carefully setting up for continuous perpendicular incidence of the ultrasonic beam on the structure surface, and/or parallel structure surfaces are present. At locations in a real tubular sample exhibiting out-of-roundness/nonparallelness of surfaces such that echoes are reduced to below gate thresholds in a TOF-based scan, it is suggested that an average of nearest neighbors is used at those locations to provide a continuous TOF/DTOF/V image.

Mechanical Stability of Turntable

The mechanical stability of the turntable is based on the quality of the drive mechanism, including the bearings, chain, and gearing. Nonuniformity such as bearing high spots will cause a “rocking” motion in the turntable which may be indistinguishable by eye but can be seen on the oscilloscope by (1) watching reflected echoes oscillating back and forth along the time axis and (2) in the resultant rf b-scan where a triangular wave pattern indicates this back and forth echo motion. As an example of (2), figure A5(a) shows an approximate 0.4 usec peak-to-peak “jitter” in the rf b-scan of the M” echo for a situation where some substantial rocking is present in the turntable drivetrain. In contrast, figure A5(b) shows an approximate 0.2 msec peak-to-peak “jitter” in the rf b-scan of the M” echo for a situation where minimal rocking is present in the turntable drivetrain. This situation becomes a major issue when attempting to measure precise time delays associated with the reflector echoes M’ and M”. In the best case scenario if rocking is present, if “perfect” positional relative alignment is present between the M’ and M” scans and no refraction during the M’ scan is caused by tube out-of-roundness condition, the jitter/timing errors caused by turntable rocking would be cancelled out in the Δ DTOF calculation since Δt = TOF M” – TOF M’. In the worst case scenario if rocking is present, perfect positional relative alignment is not present between the M’ and M” scans, and refraction does occur due to tube out-of-roundness condition, microstructural variation in the tube may be masked by the inaccuracies in measuring echo timing. Obviously, it is advisable to perform TOF-based scanning with the highest quality drive mechanism possible.
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Figure A5.— RF b-scans illustrating (a) rocky and (b) smooth turntable drive mechanism.
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Technical Memorandum

Ultrasonic velocity/time-of-flight imaging that uses back surface reflections to gauge volumetric material quality is highly suited for quantitative characterization of microstructural gradients including those due to pore fraction, density, fiber fraction, and chemical composition variations. However, a weakness of conventional pulse-echo ultrasonic velocity/time-of-flight imaging is that the image shows the effects of thickness as well as microstructural variations unless the part is uniformly thick. This limits this imaging method’s usefulness in practical applications. Prior studies have described a pulse-echo time-of-flight-based ultrasonic imaging method that requires using a single transducer in combination with a reflector plate placed behind samples that eliminates the effect of thickness variation in the image. In those studies, this method was successful at isolating ultrasonic variations due to material microstructure in plate-like samples of silicon nitride, metal matrix composite, and polymer matrix composite. In this study, the method is engineered for inspection of more complex-shaped structures—those having (hollow) tubular/curved geometry. The experimental inspection technique and results are described as applied to (1) monolithic mullite ceramic and polymer matrix composite “proof-of-concept” tubular structures that contain machined patches of various depths and (2) as-manufactured monolithic silicon nitride ceramic and silicon carbide/silicon carbide composite tubular structures that might be used in “real world” applications.